
















List of enclosures for Permanent Secretary:
Report
Witness Statements (anonymised)
Legal Advice
Draft of Letter to accused to include Cause for concern list

Actions for Perm Sec: 

Support in place for staff will notify:
o Named HR person regular check in
o Keil coaching support
o Named regular check in
o Time off
o Meeting with Perm Sec
o Organisational protection if their iden was leaked if their names are disclosed

what can we do? Reinforce our sup ort. Advi e will cover possibility of legal
interdict to prevent FFM from naming people of making public statements that

option only. Very high risk and likely to attract even more in erest
o Support with police involvement
o Maintain our position in public comms 
o Protection for them whilst at work nee to shield them?
o What if press turn up at their homes?
o Those in key roles (support of FM) need to consider contingency resilience.

-will produce a
final report which will be an edited version of the initial fuller version mindful of our DPA
responsibilities in relation to our staff

Lines / han lin BA/NR to con ider a d prepare media lines and prepare for potential FOI
enquiries. 

Potential actions: 

Causes for concern No causes for concern 

to review causes for concern list within
the report and determine whether there
is a case or not to go to individual
accused
to consider org learning on specific
issues; the culture that allowed these to
be normalised/tolerated; line
management responsibilities and
organisational support to them.
Commission review of current position
and steps to prevent and protect in
future (i.e.to NR/BA).

to review causes for concern list within
the report and determine whether there
is a case or not to go to individual
accused
If Perm Sec decides no causes for
concern, then organisational learning
aspect can be reviewed Perm Sec to
instruct BA/NR to review the
organisational learning. The
investigation will be recorded within SG
only.
Question who should be made aware

to review causes for concern list within
the report and determine whether therethe report and determine whether there
is a case or not to go to individualis a case or not to go to individual
accusedaccused
to consider org learning on specificto consider org learning on specific
issues; the cultureissues; the culture
be normalised/tolerated; linebe normalised/tolerated; line
management responsibilities andmanagement responsibilities and
organisational support to them.organisational support to them.
Commission review of current positionCommission review of current position
and steps to prevent and protect inand steps to prevent and protect in
future (i.e.to NR/BA).future (i.e.to NR/BA).

to review causes for concern list withinto review causes for concern list within

if their ideif their idenntiity   waswas leaked leaked if their names are disclosedif their names are disclosed
do? Reinforce our support. Advice do? Reinforce our support. Advice will will cover possibilitycover possibility

namingnaming people people ofof making making public statements that

and likely to attractattract even more interesteven more interest
Support with police involvementSupport with police involvement
Maintain our position in public commsMaintain our position in public comms

whilst at workwork need to
up atup at their homes?their homes?

rolesroles (support of FM)(support of FM) need ed to to considerconsider

will be an will be an edited version of the version of the initial fuller
responsibilities in relation to our staffresponsibilities in relation to our staff

handling handling BA/NR to BA/NR to considerconsider and and prepareprepare

Potential actions:Potential actions:

the report and determine whether there







ATTACHMENT 1

Pack for Perm Sec, to include: 
Report
Witness Statements (anonymised)
Legal Advice
Draft of Letter to accused  to include Cause for concern list

Actions  for Perm Sec: 
- to review causes for concern list within the report and determine whether there is a case or

not to go to individual accused
- to consider org learning on specific issues; the culture that allowed these to be

normalised/tolerated; line management responsibilities and organisational support to them.
- Commission review of current position and steps to prevent and protect in future (i.e.to

NR/BA).
- Clarity of the Policy for next steps  if decides there are causes for concern:

o Offer opportunity for FFM to respond to the issues  Perm Sec to test in advance
how best to contact him and then write to FFM or his representatives (draft letter
attached)

o Request a response within 2 weeks (?)
o If wishes to engage  IO will interview (may require further investigative interviews)
o Once complete, IO will revise report for Perm Sec
o Perm sec will discuss the report with the party leader/FM
o Potential timeline  if issue letter on Friday the 23 February, request response by the

9 March.  Thereafter, timelines dependent on whether he engages and if further
interviews have to be conducted

o Once report shared with FM, Perm Sec can then instruct BA/NR to review the
organisational learning

- If Perm Sec decides no causes for concern, then organisational learning aspect can be
reviewed  Perm Sec to instruct BA/NR to review the organisational learning.  The
investigation will be recorded within SG only.

Support in place for staff  will notify:
o Named HR person  regular check in
o Keil  coaching support
o Named   regular check in
o Time off
o Meeting with Perm Sec
o Organisational protection  if their identity was leaked  if their names are disclosed

what can we do?  Reinforce our support. Advice will cover possibility of legal
interdict to prevent FFM from naming people of making public statements that

 be a last resort
option only. Very high risk and likely to attract even more interest

o Support with police involvement
o Maintain our position in public comms  

o Protection for them whilst at work   need to shield them?
o What if press turn up at their homes?
o Those in key roles (support of FM)  need to consider contingency  resilience. 

interdict to 

option only. 
o Support with police involvement
o Maintain our position in public comms 

o
o

and determine whether there is a and determine whether there is a case orcase or

to consider org learning on specific issues; the culture that allowed these to beto consider org learning on specific issues; the culture that allowed these to be
ement responsibilities and organisationalement responsibilities and organisational support to them.support to them.

steps to prevent and protect in future (i.e.tosteps to prevent and protect in future (i.e.to

if decides there are causes for concern:if decides there are causes for concern:
Offer opportunity for FFM to respond to the issues Offer opportunity for FFM to respond to the issues Perm Sec to test in advancePerm Sec to test in advance
how best to contact him and then write thow best to contact him and then write to FFM or his representatives (draft lettero FFM or his representatives (draft letter

Request a response within 2 weeks (?)
IO will interview (may require further investigative interviews)IO will interview (may require further investigative interviews)

Once complete, IO will revise report for Perm SecOnce complete, IO will revise report for Perm Sec
Perm sec will discuss the rePerm sec will discuss the report with the party leader/FMport with the party leader/FM

if issue letter on Friday the 23 February, request response by theif issue letter on Friday the 23 February, request response by the
9 March.  Thereafter, timelines dependent on whether he engages and if further9 March.  Thereafter, timelines dependent on whether he engages and if further
interviews have to be conductedinterviews have to be conducted
Once report shared with FM,Once report shared with FM, Perm Sec can then instruct BA/NR to review thePerm Sec can then instruct BA/NR to review the
organisational learningorganisational learning

decides no causes for concerndecides no causes for concern, then organisational learning aspect can be, then organisational learning aspect can be
Perm Sec to instruct BA/NR to review the organisational learning.  ThePerm Sec to instruct BA/NR to review the organisational learning.  The

investigation will be recorded within SG only.ll be recorded within SG only.

place place for for staff staff will notify:will notify:
Named HR Named HR person person regular check regular check 
Keil Keil coaching coaching supportsupport
NamedNamed regular check regular check 
Time Time offoff
Meeting with with Perm Perm SecSec
Organisational protection Organisational protection 

do?  Reinforce our support. Advice 



-

-    -will produce a 
final report which will be an edited version of the initial fuller version  mindful of our DPA 
responsibilities in relation to our staff 

- Lines / handling  BA/NR to consider and prepare  media lines and prepare for potential FOI
enquiries.

mindful of our DPA 

media lines and prepare for potential FOImedia lines and prepare for potential FOI

will produce a 
mindful of our DPA 
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If I do not hear from you by the 9 March 2018, I will assume that you do not wish to engage in this process, and 
will therefore proceed with the next stage of the process. 

Yours sincerely 

[3 pages redacted]
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[35 pages redacted]
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Attachment  1 

Timeline of sexual harassment incidents and reporting 

Date Incident Line Managers aware Co oboration 

[4 pages redacted]   
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